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IT WAS NOT SUPPOSED TO

don´t
want to
be
only
a stupid
designer
anymore_
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letter

Dear commission,
it is my pleasure to apply for Erasmus+ student exchange program.
My name is Tereza Plšková. I am a 22-year-old student at The Czech
Technical University in Prague at Faculty of Architecture department of
Industrial Design. Currently I am working on my bachelor thesis focusing
on home dialysis. This year I am going to finish a bachelor´s degree and
for my future studies I would like to get involved in a multidisciplinary
team dealing with industrial and product design.
It is important to do things well, but even more important is to do good
things. That is why TU Delft. I believe TU Delft is a great opportunity for
me to find future topics and broaden my horizon.
I also participated in the international exchange programme Athens –
course “Value proposition design for startups in sustainable energy”,
where I have met students from TU Delft, who described their courses
like difficult, but well lectured. My choice was crystal clear.
As for the course I would love to take part in “People in transit minor”,
especially because of my participation in PR group eForce FEE Prague
Formula, where I had a chance to cooperate with other students from
different fields of studies on a real project, find out what the team spirit
really means and learn to see things from different perspective. I have to
admit that the environment is close to me and arouses my curiosity. Simply I just want to know more. Plus I can have a social impact connected
with the challenge of developing innovation.

6

I also think these lectures are kind of similar to our studio, however with
different approach and that is the most important asset. Different point
of view, different background and different topics. Due to this experience
my opinion on designing process could be much more complex and I
don´t doubt that it would move my skills on a different level.
Projects which I had to deal with were personal dosimetry system for
hospitals, portable lactate meter or variable infrapanel. All these challenges taught me something new and moved me forward to improve
communication, time management, teamwork, decision making and ability to work under pressure.
Based on my previous studies I discovered my field of interests, which is
transformation of clearly industrial devices into products, so they can find
wider range of customers, because they are easier to use and familiar.
Considering my gained experience, I would like to develop my further
skills on the field of industrial and product design. Furthermore, I want to
extend my English language skills. I am open to challenges which highly
contribute to my self-development and TU Delft is one of them. I admire
the education system which is advanced and progressive. It is not only
education which I am attracted to but also culture, people and nature.

Dear commission,
Take this letter as an extension to the previous one.
The main reason and motivation for enrolment right into this course was
my experience with participation in a project group eForce FEE Prague
Formula, which is a team of the International Student Formula Competition under the Faculty of Electrical Engineering of the Czech Technical
University in Prague.

I also want to have bigger impact on the real concept, because that is
agenda of my studio work.
As a result, I was totally thrilled when I found out there is possibility to
attend courses focused on transportation design. Furthermore, I admire
technical approach and an emphasize on a strong concept idea.
Based on this I would be glad to have the opportunity, become a part of
this course and have a chance to cooperate, be inspired and challenged
by other students with different approach, skills and experience.

This multidisciplinary team of students is full of great, for the first sight,
very different people, who are connected by one interest or passion – desire to successfully build a formula with electric drive.

I am aware of the fact, that this course is going to be difficult and it is
absolutely necessary to work hard during the semester. However, I am
ready for it and what is more I am really looking forward to it.

My role in the team was mainly about communication with sponsors and
visual content for social media. This experience taught me what is cooperation really about, the importance of team spirit, the art of communication together with ability to see things from different point of view,
be prepared and willing to make compromises. Also lead to my deeper
interest in mobility issues and especially future visions of transportation.

Students should be curious as well as brave in visions and ideas.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Yours faithfully
Tereza Plšková

Thank you for your time and consideration.
Yours faithfully
Tereza Plšková
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project I´m proud of

PORTABLE LACTATE METER
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C_

COOLEST car

FIRST DATE QUESTION...

Coolest car ever, hmmm, hard to say, especially when you have like five
minutes to think about it and I´m person who falls in love with cars all the
time and especially because of the lines, because of elegant lines and I´m
fascinated by the flow of the car, flow of the shape. Range Rover Velar is
a car, which combines a big volume and flowy lines, therefore the car
looks to be in motion, dynamic despite the size. Sure, that my decision
wasn´t based on some strong arguments why, but on a strong feeling and
mainly emotions. However, emotions drive us...This car reminds me my
dad…that´s why it always will be the coolest car ever….no matter what…

c _coolest

car

10
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PHOTOS?

W_

WORST car

TALKING ABOUT A NIGHMARE...

W _WORST

car

12

Roomster is the best proof that usually the most practical things are the
ugliest ones. Why I do not like this car? Because when I look at the car,
there is simply something wrong with it – proportions… From my point
of view windows are strangely positioned and sure the back of the
car looks to be cut randomly. What I really appreciate is the amount of
storage space and spacious interior of the car.

RATHER
NOT...
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NO.1
PVC_

PVC CAR BUILDING
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rowan I MARK I SVEN I CAMPBELL I OLIVIA I
tereza

pvC_

Group project

E-LEGEND COnCEPT CAR

_
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PEUGEOT

BEST INTRODUCTION GAME EVER...

Our main goal was to keep the main character of the car, which means
try to cut PVC tubes only when necessary and work mostly with long
tubes/lines – same when you are sketching. This attitude became really challenging during the process, because bending of the tubes (especially in the front) was not as easy as we thought. And what is more,
we were ´sustainable´ and gave a chance to PVC tubes to be recycled.
However, this exercise helped us a lot to understand proportions and
dimensions of the car. But to be honest, the best team building and
introduction game ever - the most challenging part was to remember
names of group members…Finally numbers from our WhatsApp group
got names and faces…
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facelift I INDIVIDUAL project
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BRAND

facelift_škoda octavia

IDENTITY

=simply clever
Škoda based her identity on a good reliable technology for reasonable price.
Octavia is supposed to be practical family and business car, multipurpose,
the ideal choice for the heart and mind, class of it´s own, timeless, distinctive
and bold expression that stands out from the crowd (according to the advertisements, official web sites and sales advisor in Den Haag.

TRADITION ON THE EDGE!

_

BRAND

This project is my very first experience with automotive topic in general. What I
really like about it is the fact, that we were given a lot of lectures and coaching,
so even when I felt kind of lost, I was guided how to get on the track very fast.
Research part consists of desk research, interviews and discussions. Together
with the sketching analysis took me most of the time and helped me to base
my design on facts like brand identity plus brand image, goal of the research
and analysis was to avoid assumptions.

IMAGE

=reliable & just ok car
Škoda Octavia is known for good quality for reasonable price, reliability,
compromising clever choice between what can I efford and what I really want,
classless image - says nothing about the owner, no emotions - ok car, practical
family and business car.

As an important part of my research I consider a car saloon visit and photo
analysis which went hand in hand with drawing analysis and observation in Louwman museum (You can follow crucial visuals on next pages.)

OCTAVIA

20

FACELIFT
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_
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o b s e r v a t i o n
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_

what makes cars

exciting

- contrasts, twisting lines, sharp edges, diagonals, crossing lines and surfaces
which creates tensions, agressive look

_

what makes cars

elegant

- long lines, compact look, simplicity and clarity

_

sketching at

_

searching for

louwman

Our visit at Louwman was supposed to help us feel the character of cars, improve our observation skills and apply it in our restyle project. My question was
to investigate and find out which features makes car exciting and elegant
(because based on my analysis I came up with two keywords_ exciting elegance).

character

As a part of Louwman museum visit we were trying to define features which
make cars to look ceruse. By ceruse I mean confident, which grabs our attention in the way that your are attracted or interested. Those features like
combination of materials, status symbols, long lines and kind of limousine
proportions.
This complex group exercise helped us in a process of searching for our own
characteristics which came out from the research part.

ceruse
24
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_

creating vision

Why it´s just OK car?
Because of lack of emotions...And everybody wants at least a little bit of excitement...a little bit of tension...a little bit of desire...at least sometimes...we don´t
compromise about partner...so why compromise about car?
I want to make the facelift more EXCITING & ELEGANT with hidden ´simply
clever´ details, which come out of context of tradition and heritage. I want to
make my story visible and understandable for everyone. How? Tell it in memes...
Why? Because ´It´s never just a car´! My story line helps customers to make
emotional connection. Why? Because we don´t buy cars we need...we buy
cars we want!

_

MAKING OF POSTER

The most challenging part about making posters was to avoid creating just a
nice poster. I learned how to apply AIDA rule for hierarchy at the poster, so people are guided through my process and ideas which are presented on the poster
exactly the way I want them to be read. What I really appreciate is the amount
of feedback we received during those exercises, because it helped me a lot to
improve my poster.
In another posters I have to be careful about putting information first and then
adding graphics, while I tend to creating jokes and strong form in my graphics
and as a result the content seems to be less important for the audience.

WHO is it for? - higher middle class managers
CHARACTER? - exciting elegance
DNA? - crystalline features, diagonals, ´C´shapes, crossing surfaces, based o
tradition and heritage - ´Simply clever´ in hidden details

_

work with context

New factory for Octavia was opened by Václav Havel, who was the first president of the Czechoslovakia (where´s the origin of Škoda), symbol of democracy and freedom - CAR AS A SYMBOL AND STATEMENT.

60.
30.

years anniversary of Octavia (since production was launched)

years anniversary of Velvet revolution in Czechoslovakia

_Red Velvet
19-4045_Velvet blue

PANTONE 18-1935 TSX
PANTONE
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NO.3
r_

FAMILY CAR ROTTERDAM CITY CENTre
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r_

FAMILY CAR ROTTERDAM CITY CENTre

CC

ONCE UPON A TIME...A CERTAIN PROJECT GROUP ACCEPTED A CHALLENGE - FAMILY CAR FOR ROTTERDAM CITY CENTRE...

32

ROTTERDAM

NOW
MADE BY SVEN.

Process used in this project was based on designing inside out. The main role
played ViP method, which was introduced us during lectures. For me the first
experience with this method was kind of confusing, especially because I haven´t
seen it applied on a certain examples, so as a result it was really abstract and
sometimes we were struggling in the group with this issue a bit. The area we
were designing for was Rotterdam city centre. To start with we went through
a brief desk research followed by RET visit and possibility to ask questions to
make sure we are not making any assumptions. Crucial part of the research
period was to get known the area and group members.
Another step we took was trying to visualize our impression and information
we got in a collage. My task was to create area collage. As a hardest part I would
consider picking the right pictures, as without the right choice of photographs
the impression and information is gone and the collage does not fulfil the function.

33

_

what does

family

mean?!

During our quantitative and qualitative research we found out, that Rotterdam
city centre is based on young professionals with relatively high income, who
are mostly single. This fact runs the social life and structure of services in our
area – more bars, places to have fun. Parking spots are replaced by terraces.
Also the diversity of this area is pretty intense, when we consider the amount
of foreigners coming mostly because of work, so they spend in Rotterdam CC
approximately 2-4 years and than move on. People with high level of education,
lack of time, same mindset, but different background. We consider them to be

the biggest influencers in our area now. Rotterdam CC was used to be a ghost
town, because of the amount of office buildings. However, life is coming back
with services and housing options.
So as a result we settled a family. In our case it´s a couple in an open relationship. Both live on their own in their own apartments their own private life, which
is from time to time interrupted by their friends or partners. They work hard…
and they play hard during a weekends…

young
professionals
34
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MADE BY FOEKE.

_

SCENARIO

By visualizing of the scenario we were able to describe all needs which could
both people from our couple possibly feel and come up with vehicle fulfilling
most of them. Those two people are strongly independent and individualized,
barely stable. They are sick of routine, their daily life is slightly unpredictable as
well as their relationships.
They usually pick means of transport, which are the fastest or the most comfortable, easy to use. It is hard for them to be involved in something long term.
They are also aware of consequences of their behaviour and environmentally
friendly. Their personal life reflects their habits in transportation.
MADE BY FOEKE.
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_

vision in product design_

vip

To come up with a meaningful vision we had to go deeper to the mindset of
young professionals living in our area, because how we found out – the rule the
area. They are mostly really career oriented and it led us to the most important
characteristics. They are use to be balancing on the edge, take risk, be brave,
as they feel desire for perfection, which is surrounding us everywhere – Instagram, facebook…as a result? They go for extremes. Consequently, they are
disappointed and never satisfied, insecure about themselves, however – they
cannot admit it…They search for the best in the most easy way, because they
are simply not used to wait for anything…They want the best and right know…
That is the reason why they keep on dating, why they change their job very
often…because they are afraid of commitments. What if there is something
better? That is the basic question.

_

building of a

statement

Based on those characteristics we built our statement. We want people to get
rid of the fear of commitment, encourage their behaviour change to get over
their fear. But we were facing a problem, how to make them commit, when they
are scared to do it? By making them curious, we will attract their attention and
we provide them extreme driving experience, so they will be totally committed
to the driving without even realizing. After that they will feel a desire to try again.

behaviour
c h a n g e
38
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_

seating

As for the seating position we went though a few extraordinary methods and finally agreed on a bench for both passengers and knee position for the driver. To
take some basic measurements we used a motorcycle. We also tried a number
of passenger arrangements to find out the most suitable position for shoulders
and take account some kind of interaction between passengers.

_

design choices

We made basically three important design choices to reach our goal and statement. First problem we were facing was how to make young professionals curious and attract their attention.
We chose three-wheeler, because it brings new and exciting driving experience
without need to go fast, grabs attention, what´s more is lighter and which gives
you parking advantage.
As a second design pillar we searched for active driving position, which would
make you feel even more committed without any chance to do something else
except for driving. In this case we went for kind of experimental approach and

position

got inspired by Kamasutra…365 committing positions… You can go though and
try to guess which one we took as a reference…
We also thought about the way of driving and decided for motorcycle manual
steering wheel for the same reasons.
Last decision we made to convey the statement was the way of entering the
car over a back wheel, so you have to climb up and then down. This whole process awakes curiosity not only in the person entering the car, but also people
watching it.
SKETCH MADE BY GEERT.
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MADE BY GEERT.

_TO SUM IT UP
I´m introducing you our solution in visuals. I´m introducing you our solution in
visuals. In H-point picture you can see all technical data, measurements and our
packaging in a real form. Everything reflects goal we agreed on, our statement
and behaviour change we want to achieve.
This project was a lot about learning how to communicate information visually
and also for me the biggest challenge, because I know about my tendency to
emphasize more the form and as a result forget about the information. I have
to keep in my mind to control myself from overstyling and additionally communicating information not clearly with my audience. First information, purpose of
the visual and later on the styling. Tereza, remember that! (Well, I guess I should
repeat it to myself during creating my reader…hahah)
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RENDERS BY FOEKE.

COLLAGE MADE BY LARS AND ME.

NO.4
H_

HILLEGERSBERG MOBILITY SYSTEM
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COLLAGE MADE BY LARS, ME AND MARK.

Hillegersberg

H_

HILLEGERSBERG MOBILITY SYSTEM

ONCE UPON A TIME...A CERTAIN PROJECT GROUP ACCEPTED A CHALLENGE
- MOBILITY SYSTEM FOR
HILLEGERSBERG...
Project introduced on those few pages consisted of two parts. First one was a
group task to create a mobility system for a certain part of Rotterdam (in our
case Hillegersberg) in context of 2039. Second individual part was about designing vehicle from our system.
But how is going 2039 look like in general? Donald Trump in jail, first trash on
the moon, people married to their computers…hahahah…Who knows? Let´s try
to find out how future for Hillegersberg looks like according to our group!

ROTTERDAM

COLLAGES MADE BY LARS.
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LARS

BART

2039

TEREZA

MARK

SHASH
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_

current a future

context

Currently is Hillegersberg attracting inhabitants with above average income,
responsible and intensive jobs, usually surgeons, top managers with their
families, because this neighbourhood is famous for kind of “village feeling”
atmosphere (green, calm, quiet area) as an ideal place to grow up.
In a future the status of inhabitants is not going to change, however their professions are becoming more business and technology oriented because of
the near airport. According to our research, the airport is developing in a sense
of business and technology hub.

We count with the fact that future Hillegersberg lays emphasis on comfort and
effectivity of working life, but also on the Elysium lifestyle, so unique aspects
of the area will be preserved and even developed.
Current problems are bad or inefficient connections to public transport,
traffic jams in streets during rush hours…- in short, travelling is interrupting your daily life. Demand for efficiency and comfort are not fulfilled at all.
The travelling time is an obstacle.

quiet_green
families
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_

clusters,

vip

Those obstacles I talked about at previous page create clusters. Cluster called
“galaxy far, far away” talks about village feeling of this area and all issues
connected to that, represents private life. Cluster called “queueing up for
Everest” represents together with “Dexter´s airport” (innovations and airport
development) working life. “Bakfiets family” is balancing those two sides.
Based on that we want to achieve the seamless transition between those two
worlds. Why? As people expect mobility system which reflect their working life
– is fast, efficient and comfortable. The highest level of comfort? When you feel
benefits but you don´t realize you are using the service/product. As a reference
and analogy we use contact lenses.

PEOPLE FEEL LIKE

NOT TRAVELLING AT ALL
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COLLAGES MADE BY LARS.
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F A S T
E F F I C I E N T
C O M F O R T A B L E
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=MENTAL

_

FLOW

customer journey

That seamless transitions and background role of the system led to the main
point which means creating of FLOW. Flow link together essential characteristics of the system – fast, efficient and comfortable. Visualised customer journey reflects all activities, emotions, thoughts, concerns and questions people
might have. However instead of touchpoints there´s a symbol for flow, because
in our system we minimalized the amount of touchpoints on purpose to create the seamless transition.

_

system

Our system consists of six vehicles. We decided to design five of them. Small
local vehicle is privately owned and is used locally. Personal autonomous vehicles and large public vehicles share platform, which is stored in old parking lots. Everybody can order this service through an interface at home (no
mobile phones, notebooks…they don´t exist according to our vision). You will
be directly brought to your destination. However, if there is a need to transfer
(to get to the city centre, den Haag…) the whole cabin of personal autonomous vehicle is brought to the multi-vehicle carrier train so you don´t
need to get out of the vehicle. Fifth part of the system is autonomous passenger drone designed by me. Purpose of this vehicle is to provide residentials
straight benefits from the airport, so they´re going to be more willing to be
part of the developing area.

LOREM IPSUM DOLOR SIT AMET, CONSECTETUR ADIPISCING ELIT. PRAESENT.
Donec faucibus semper luctus. In quis dui sed odio lobortis condimentum. Proin
fermentum, odio sit amet rutrum blandit, nunc quam elementum enim, eu dignissim
justo justo a ligula. Proin bibendum suscipit tellus nec facilisis. Aenean in faucibus
ipsum.
Etiam aliquam dui nec erat mattis, vitae gravida lacus iaculis. Etiam eget nulla fringilla, tincidunt eros in, cursus urna. Aenean et malesuada nulla, in fermentum ipsum.
Phasellus interdum augue quis rutrum consectetur. Ut sed dui non purus consequat
bibendum. Proin tempor ipsum eget pharetra congue. Suspendisse potenti. Curabitur nec lacinia nisl, sed viverra ipsum. Mauris elementum tristique turpis, eu posuere
eros auctor vitae.
Donec faucibus semper luctus. In quis dui sed odio lobortis condimentum. Proin
fermentum, odio sit amet rutrum blandit, nunc quam elementum enim, eu dignissim
justo justo a ligula. Proin bibendum suscipit tellus nec facilisis. Aenean in faucibus
ipsum.
Etiam aliquam dui nec erat mattis, vitae gravida lacus iaculis. Etiam eget nulla fringilla, tincidunt eros in, cursus urna. Aenean et malesuada nulla, in fermentum ipsum.
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COLLAGE MADE BY MARK, LARS AND ME.
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AS A RESULT...
COLLAGE MADE BY MARK.

_TO SUM IT UP
Less waste of time, space and resources, cleaner and quieter surroundings.
Hillegersberg will flourish. There are no parking spots in a surrounding, because
they are not needed. We use empty parking lots for platform storage. The only
vehicles on a street are the ones moving. As a result you can enlarge green
spaces in our area. The comfort of new technologies is provided without the
lost of area character. We also feel like future is sustainable ways of aviation. So
delivery drones and hydrogen passenger drones are going to be standard mean
of transport, especially for business.

58

less wasteful life in
term of time, space,
resources.
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APD

AUTONOMOUS PASSENGER DRONE
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- HIDDEN ROTORS – AS THE MOST DOMINANT PART OF THE
VEHICLE
- HUMBLE, BUT REFLECTS BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT IN THE
SHARP EDGES
- HUMBLE IN A SENSE OF SMOOTH FLOWY LINES, PART OF
THE SKY
- HUMBLE IN A CONTEXT OF A SKY, DIFFERENT THAN THE
CONTEXT OF THE ROAD

form
62

be home for dinner at 6...
provided by companies
hydrogen powered

one passenger
business drone

63

interaction

MAIN PURPOSE IN THE SYSTEM: AN
ALTERNATIVE OF A PRIVATE JET
PLUS PROVIDE PEOPLE STRAIGHT
BENEFITS FROM THE AIRPORT.
As a result they are going to be much more willing be be part of the airport development.
What´s more, the airport is going to became more business and technology
oriented.Professions of our residents are also changing in a future. DIstance is
not an issue anymore.
The challenge for my drone was to make one passenger drone - the most exclusive way of transportation humble and attentive as said in a first part of the
project. I tried to deal with those product characteristics by keeping smooth
lines from our form collage plus analysing existing concepts, where I found out
that the feature which stands out the most are rotors. So I incorporated them
and made one coherent shape, which would be part of a context of the sky.
As for the seating positions, the drone is primary for one passenger, however
with possibility to carry second person sitting on a folding chair. In that case the
arrangement is similar to helicopter (3. mode).
The key feature is turning chair providing the passenger working mode, when
you are facing the direction of your travel, facing your problems. While private
mode position is a rear seat, so you are sitting in the opposite direction than
you are travelling and instead of work you can chat with your family, watch film
etc...This simple switch/transition is made by turning of your chair and has a
psychological meaning.
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DDW_

DUTCH DESIGN WEEK2019

Laurens van den Acker: ‘Mobility affects us all and is crucial
for a properly functioning society’

Dutch Design Week was great opportunity to see how different approach can
designers choose. For me – the greatest benefit is to see other students from
different schools and their methods, because that is how you can motivate
yourself to work harder, when you see how perfect or imperfect some projects
are. I really appreciate graduation projects. Quite a big amount of time we spent
on Renault stand.

19-27OCT
/2019
68

_

project

I LIKE

=CHAIRWAVE BY VOUW
RENAULT future mobility system was visually really attractive, but this project
is in my opinion nice example of simple design, which improves interaction between people. The key role is played by folding chairs. Those chairs are open
only next to the persons already sitting there, so you have to sit next to the
person and you don´t have a choice.

https://www.ddw.nl/nl/programma/2094/chairwave
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ret_

D_

sessions

DREAM HALL

transport thursdays

REAL OVERVIEW ON TECHNOLOGY...

TEAM SPIRIT AND DIVERSITY...

AS AN EXTENSION...WHY NOT...

First visit of RET was more about getting a sense of reality into our projects.
It was quite hard to ask questions, because we had no clue about profession
of people we are going to have meeting with. However, we found out how the
process of maintenance of public transport looks like, so we were able to take
into account those aspects while creating our visions and better understand the
problems RET is facing right now.

I was really curious about this guided tour through the dream hall, because as a
member of PR team eForce FEE Prague Formula I was more than curious about
teams are organized in Delft. This tour was a real inspiration for me, because
the structure of all team and diversity of their interests is amazing. Our guide
is a member of solar boat team, which I consider to be one of the best ones in
dream hall. I also took part in their design presentation and the level was much
higher than I expected. All teams include industrial designers and they do have
a certain role in a team. In general students are used to work in project groups
and cooperate, which is big advantage of TU Delft and there is the power and
spirit, even more visible in dream teams.

To sum up all Transport Thursdays, not all of them were relevant for us. I took
part in all of them and pretty interesting was explanation of customer groups
and their mindset, followed by psychological reasoning for willingness to share,
also the topic of user-centred perspective explained on OV – chip card system
was worth to hear during first session. Another one I consider to be interesting
included the topic of crowd - not really useful in our projects, however as an
extension, why not.

3

Second and third visit consisted of presenting our facelifts for RET (so only
some students were included). It was really interesting to hear questions asked
by Gemeente Rotterdam and RET representatives. Nevertheless, most of the
time was space for our questions which was in both projects crucial and definitely push in the right direction. Not to tell us anything about concreate future
plans was finally a good strategy, because we were not influenced by any other
visions, so we got a chance to come up with many new solutions.
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chen hao_phd defence

“CULTURE.
ACHIEVING
INTERCULTURAL EMPATHY THROUGH CONTEXTUAL USER RESEARCH IN DESIGN.”

To begin with, I was really surprised by the seriousness of the whole defence.
The issue addressed in the presentation and discussion wasn´t anything new,
it´s kind of logical, although maybe that is the problem. We take into account
culture context, but only ours. It made me think about how would that be to be
designing a product for culture I´m not familiar with at all.
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Q1
TEREZA, LEARN TO BE PATIENT
SO YOU CAN GET IMPROVED...
Coming to Delft, I was really afraid of those lectures, actually even
don´t know why now…Anyway I really enjoyed them very much and
when I look at at my first sketches, I can see quite an improvement.
My biggest problems to work on are proportions and lack of observation. Both problem are caused by my impatience.
I had a chance to try pastel method and at the beginning I was struggling. Now I feel like understand it more, nevertheless another thing
to work on and improve.
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lectures

NO.X
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L_

LECTURES

This summary will help me
later on to know, which lectures we went though, so I´ll
be able to find information I
need to get and read them in
a full-size version. My notes
from lectures are authentic
and that´s why I decided to
put them here, they include
also my questions and notes I
took aside.
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THANK you for all.
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